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Judy Benbie Named Home-coming Queen
Skippy Meyer, Kathy
Dads Plan Bia
McNarna:~.-~~~ Attendants Party For "
After weeks of planning and .preparatjon, the Homecoming
Sons In
weekend· on the Xavier campus opens this evening, Friday,
Oct. 17, with a float-building party on the Brockman playfield.
South Hall
Tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. in the Xavier stadium, the
Musketeers will play host to the University of Detroit. A

student migration from Detroit
is expected to add to the usual
Homecoming crowd.
Before the game the .float
parade will circle the field in a
display of Xavier students' ingenuity and hard work on these
colorful exhibits. A panel of
judges will single out the two
best floats for handsome cash
pr_izes ($50 and $25).
The best part of Homecoming
will be the big student dance
tomorrow evening, Saturday, Oct.
18, in the Fieldhouse and ,l\rmory.
A popular feature of this annual
event Is the continuous music, to
be furnished this year by Charlie
Kehrer's group. There will be
twelve musicians playing all
evening, with no intermissions to
interrupt the dancing. Bob Schartsteln and his band will play at
the same time in the Armory.
The 1958 Homecoming Queen
and her two attendants were
announc'ed at the .pep rally dance
last Friday evening. Miss Judy
Benvie, sponsored by the Accounting .Club, was elected to be
this year's Queen. A resident of
Gre~n Hills, Judy graduated from
Our Lady of Angels High School
and is now studying psychology
at the Evening College. Her first
attendant is Miss Rosemary
(Skippy) Meyer, sponsored by
the Clef Club. A 1958 graduate
of Mother of Mercy High School,
she is now employed at Shillito's and is studying theology
at the Evening College. Miss
Kathy McNamara, sponsored by
the Xavier Knights of Columbus,
was elected second attendant. A
1958 graduate of St. Mary's High
School, she is well-known at
Xavier for her. appearances in
the Sodality Variety Show the
past two years. She is now employed at General Electric and
is studying general psychology at
the Evening College. The lovely
Queen and her court will ibe presented at half-time in the game
tomorrow afternoon.
Tickets for the 1958 Homecoming dance are now on sale In
South Hall for $4 a couple. Table
reservations' may also be made
there. These reservations must be
claimed at the dance tomorrow
evening before 9:30 p.m., or they
will not be honored.

Ken Klueh Heads
.Athenaeum Staff
The first meeting of the Athenaeum, under Fr. Manion its
new moderator, was held Monday, Sept. 29. The following
appointments .were announced:
Kenneth Klueh, editor; Joe Eble,
Ed Edelmann, Terry Foote, Fred
Freihofer, Brian Kelly, and Tom
Kuhlman, associate editors. Terry
Foote and Tom Kuhlman will
also serve as artists.
Editor Klueh annouced that :\11
manuscripts may be either given
to a member of the staff or left
at the switchboard.
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1st Attendant Skippy

Queen Judy

by Tom Cahill,
News Associate Editor

News Salutes
Ken Scl1neider
As Senior Of
The Weel{

3

With the Homecoming festivities here, the students are reminded of the University regu •
lations on Intoxication. 11Jntoxi·
cation of a Xavier student on the
campus or at any public place is
grounds for dismissal. Unauthorized possession by any student or
by the 1uest of any student of
alcoholic beverage& on eampus
or at any Unlvenlty function ill
1rounds for cllamlssal.''

For the past several weeks quite a. bit of public and private
diS<:ussion has been going on among student councilmen and student
class representatives regarcling blazers and marks of distinction. In~
the interest of student information, we present the following facts.

SOPHOMORE PROPOSITION

Homecoming festiy,ities get off
to a flying start this evening in
South Hall. At 8: 00 the annual
Father-Son Night commences.
Mr. Thomas Coyne, chairman,
promises a most exciting evening
of fun, frolic, food, and drink.
"Eat, drink, and be merry," he
put it, "and tomorow we'll beat
Detroit."
Each day-hop dad will have
an "adopted" dorm student son
to take under his wing for the
SENIORS MUST CHOOSE
night. In this way, every facet of
We ·would like to point out at this point that no general ballot
the Xavier organization will be of the Senior Class has been conducted on this matter. SUCH A
represented from all parts of the POLL WILL BE HELD THIS CO!UING MONDAY AND TUESDAY
country. And, too, it will give ON TRE XAVIER CAMPUS. A list of the following articles is to be
the dorm student an opportunity given each Senior. The following is the list from which the seniors
to take part and enjoy some of will determine their class inark of distinction. First, BLAZERS
the Dads Club's local activities. (approx. price $14.00); CREW NECK SWEATER (slip over variety)
As reported earlier, Coach Jim (approx. price $7.50); PERRY COMO TYPE SWEATERS (approx.
McCafferty and his NIT Champ- price $8.00); OVERSHIRTS (Sweater Coats) (approx. price $13.00);
ionship Team ,will be on hand to STRAW HATS ( $6.00). All seniors are urged to express their feelings
tell of their exciting experiences. on this matter by casting their votes during those two days.
Then on Saturday at the dance
We have been told that should the Class of '61 wear these
in the Memorial Fieldhouse, the . blazers, they will .not be termed a mark of distinction. It should
hard-working dads will man the be obvious that whether they are termed MARKS OF DISTINCT-ION,
refreshment 1booth for the ·bene- INSIGNIA, or EMBLEMS, or for that matter, any other name, they
fit of the students. So it might will still be marks of distinction. William Shakespeare more than
be a good idea to attend this adequately expressed this with his "What's in a name?"
function of the Dads' Club and
OFFICERS' OPINIONS
thereby be aware of the great
We consulted two of the Senior Class Officers for their opinions
importance it .plays in the life
on this matter and these were their comments. Mr. George Haas felt
of every Xavier student.
that the Sophomore Class should not be allowed to do this because
"this disrupts tradition at the expense of the distinction a Senior
Class should have." Terry Lautenbach, Senior Class President, felt
that this was "an infringement on certain university traditions."
Terry felt that it was not necessary to have a Senior Class Mark of
~istinction if they do this. He felt that this w,as the same as sopho·
mores buying class rings prematurely, or starting a Sophomore Class
Gift Fund.

This week the Xavier News is
happy and proud to salute our
president of Student Council as
Senior of the Week.
Ken Schneider was elected
president of Roger Bacon's Student Body just four years ago
and today he holds this proud
office of president at Xavier and
is doing an excellent job. While
attending Roger Bacon, Ken was
selected for the valedictorian of
his school's class. Ken came to
Xavier on a full ·four year
scholarship for his scholastic
ability.

NOTICE

A Xavier News Editorial

At one of the earlier meetings of student council, Mr. Andy
Odoardi proposed the following ideas. Namely, that since the senior
class had refused to adopt blazers as its mark of . distinction, the
present sophomore class adopt blazers as its own mark of distinction.
The idea was also supposed to include the junior class and all classes
of the future. The whole purpose it seems is to improve general
campus dress. The sophomore class would then be the first class to
wear the blazers. Other classes would then follow suit in their sopho·
more year. The blazers would be of the same general type ·and would
be worn for the remaining three years by the men who bought them.
The right of the sophomore d<}-ss to do this was disputed at the
recent meeting of Student Council. The idea and motion of Mr.
Odoardi was defeated by vote of Council, but Mr. Odoardi is currently
appealing the decision.

by Bill Miller

2nd Attendant Kathy

A Mafter Of Pride
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is

lL~tJ·s·: J ~~!~r~~~: ~e~;
has been on the dean's list 6 out
of 6 possible times.
Ken is majoring ·in Business
Administration. In December of
this year he plans on wedding
Miss Janet Heitkamp who is a
school teacher. Xavier News is
proud to salute you Ken as
Senior of the Week. Good Luck
Ken. (Watch next week's News
for Senior of the Week.

SOME SUGGESTIONS
We can all no doubt see the feelings behind these two remarks.
One of :the first observations we can make would be this. If the
Senior Chss were to adopt BLAZERS, the Class of '61 would feel
rather foolish with blazers as its mark. We can, however, see that
the expense of this article of clothing is an outstanding factor in
any consideration of it. We do urge the members of the Class of '59
to vote for .the mark of distinction which they would prefer.
Closing these comments, we wouhl like to make the following
observations. Should the Class of '61 wish to begin such a project as
the improvement of campus dress, why not begin in this manner? Let
every member 'of the .Sophomore Class wear a suit coat, dress shirt
and tie to class every day during the week. This would be an excellent
method of improving the dress and attitude of the whole campus.
Maybe the rest of the campus would soon follow suit. Who knows?

French Farce Of Moliere Gives
Foreign Humor To Masque's "Miser"
by Tony Schmitt

On Oct. 30, 31 and Nov. 1 and 2 the people of this area
will have an opportunity to see a dramatic work of a playwright whose plays are for some strange reason very rarely
seen in this country. It is curious that a writer of such magnitude should be given so little attention, yet the only productions seen here are those bi·
annual troupes which play a few
of our larger cities. But now we
have the good fortune to view
one of his works. The writer is
Moliere; the play is "The Miser";
the group presently is the XaviP.r
University Masque Society.
Written in the true tradition of
French farce "The Miser" Is a
simple yet c~mpllcated story of
the miserly old coot, Harpagon,
who ls seeking the band of a very
youn1 maiden who happens to

--.- - - - - - - - - - - b~ ID love with h.is s~n. To thwart
him they steal h1s mches and the
events. that follow prove to be
upro~r1ously funny. ~ second
pl~t mvolves Harpagon s daughte1 who loves one of the servant~.
When her father learns of this
he ~ttempts to marry her o!f
hastily to an older man who turns
out to be t~e ser?vant'~ ~ather.
Sound comphcatcd. This is the
charm of French comedy.
(Continued on Pa1e 8)
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XU News Editorial
UNIVERSAL LOSS

,

Eugenio Pacelli is dead. He was considered one of the
ten greatest men of the fifty-eight year old twentieth century.
Fate or Providence-whatever you wish-laid a finger on
Eugenio Pacelli the day he was conceived. For the man who
was destined to ·be known as the "Pope of Peace" had. that
word for his name. In Italian, Pacelli means Peace.
But now he is gone forever. He was, it seems, God's special
ambassador to a strife-filled world. Eugenio Pacelli preached
peace, but sometimes his efforts were thwarted by the wills
of men like Hitler ... Stalin ... Mussolini...
Eugenio PacelJi died without revealing 'the secret of
.FJatima. But we do know that he was greatly disturbed over
that message from Mary. It could well have to do with ·war·a great and disastrous war.
Now, perhaps, the leaders of the world will l.lse more
fully the principles of the "Pope of Peace." There is no reason
to think that God will keep asklng for peace;. the warning
has been issued and there will be punishment if it is not
heeded. For the "Pope of Peace" has inherited the kingdom
of eternal peace. Eugenio Pacelli is dead.

REMEMBER
Lest we forget, some hard work is reaching a climax this
week. All of these social events just didn't happen; they were
the results of many a day and night of hard labor. They have
been arranged for us. Why don't we ta~e advantage of them?
Surely, somewhere in the vast range of action this weekend,
we'll find something which will be to our liking. All that
remains is for us to enjoy what has been prepared for our
pleasure.
J.D.D.
•HUI
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STAGELIGHTS
by Stafford P. Mooney
111
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Last week Cincinnati's theatrical season for 1958-59, which
is expected by many to be the best in years, was inaugurated
in a most pretentious manner by Peter Ustinov and company
in the former's production of "Romanoff and Juliet."

The story involves the intrigues
both diplomatic and romantic of
the American and Russian· Emtiasies in the world's smallest
country. "So small," says its
General - Dictator - Ambassador,
(Peter Ustinov) "that color map
makers curse its existence." With
his army of two, ·who substitute
as part time hucksters since they
can't· survive on the military
salary, General Ustinov manages
to keep the pace of the show at
an extremely high pitch. The
two problems that confront him
are his country's neutrality with
Russia and the United States, and
the love affair ·between Igor
Romanoff, the Russian Ambassador's son, and Juliet, the American Ambassador's d aught er,
which is threatening to 1b ecome
an "international incident." General Ustinov with all the cunning
of a latter-day Metternich not
only effects the marriage, but
also insures the neutrality of his
country.
The show is comedy, and Ustlnov Is the clown. His costumes,
ranging from a grandiose military uniform complete with
shako to the formal garb of an
ambassador with medals hanging throughout, are alone enough
to provoke laughter. His antics,
including a iback hand salute

-

WHAT'S
.COOKING

IN CINCY?
by E.

s. Edelmann

This is a week of returns in
Cincinnati: their labor problems
having been settled, the "Valley"
people are showing South Pacific
again. Gigi returns at popular
prices to the Palace. If you're
still ·at loose ends you might
drop in at the Grand where The
Blob starts Friday. The Blob (in
color) is 1billed as being indestructible. Shades of primary
matter. The second feature is a
remake of a picture called "I
Married a Monster." It has been
brOU1ht up to date with the title

.
. .
..
and various sitting positi?ns, a~e
one de?ree from slap-stick. His
expressi.ons are so; .clever and
come w1th sue? rapidity that o~e
scarcely ~as time to catch their
fuU meanings.
Even though Peter Ustinov Is
the 9tar of his production, he
Isn't by any means the whole
show. Humphrey Davis as the
American Ambassador seems so
real in many ways that one can
see why foreign relations suffer
today. Henry Lasco as the Russian Ambassador shows that even
a Soviet with his Dictator's picture on the wall can stray from
the narrow path. In one ·of the
show's funniest scenes, the whole
embassy, including a spy, confess
to just about anything and
everything. Alexander Davion
(Romanoff) and Louise Collins
.(Juliet) are the time-honored·
lovers, who are about to create
an international incident. Their
marriage seemed impossible, but
th~n nothing is impossible in
this country.
Beneath the witty lines and
comical actions of the east, one
could ~lmost detect a solemn
declaration against the game of
power politics. Certainly Peter
Ustinov proved his thesis In
"Romanoff and Juliet."
changed to "I Married a Monster
from Outer Space."
Homecoming will probably take
up most of your money, so If
you want to do something free,
take your girl to the art museum.
You might take her out and let
her think she's got an Intellectual
on her hands.

On Oct. 27, Sunrise at Campobello starts at the Schubert. It
has the usual Cincinnati engagement-one week-which means
it is here for six days. It's so
good one of the critics had •o.
coin a new word, Eloquent.
Roberta Peters is appearing
this weekend with the Cincinnati
Symphony. If you are going, you
might get your tickets early as
Miss Peters generally plays to
standing room only crowds here.
So much for where to go; as
far as what to do is concernedoh well, it wouldn't get printed
anyway.

LETTER
TO TiiE
EDITOR

or her whichever "you" you may
choose.
It boils down to three possibil·
ities then. "You" really is real,
in the real sense of the word.
"you" really isn't real, and the
Dear Mr. Editor:
song isn't really addressed to
In the Sept. 26 issue of the anyone, or "you" doesn't exist
Xavier University .News the and really wasn't worth writing
President of the University called or singing about.
upon the students to be intellectOnce a1aln the sonprlter hu
ually aware of the problems left to the lmallnatlon the job of
existent in the world today, and 111.urlng out what he really
to seize the opportunity to take meant. It's a 1ood question,
an · intelligent stand on these though, but Just expressed poorly•
'issues. I wish at this time to Now really, you don't really feel
solicit your moral support in sick?
combating one of the dominant
social pressures in society today.
If you have ever Nstened to
Stan Matlock's Magazine of the
Air radio program, which ·is heard
over station WKRC between 6:15
and· 10:00 a.m. you realize that
Mr. Matlock has exercised good
judgment in the selection of
by Eileen Ryan
music to be played on his pro- Ed. Note:
gram. As you may have noticed,
This week we have the priviRock and Roll music is now a lege of. introducing another colpart of the Magazine of the A·ir. umnist from the Evening College
The reason for this is that WKRC of Xavi·er University, Miss ·Eileen
no lon1ger allows Mr. Matlock to Ryan. Miss Ryan, followi1141
select his music.
'Somewhat in the tradition of Pat
As thinking individuals we Wiechman, our first "Coed," will
·must find ourselves in agreement give us the lady's angle of the
with psychologists who recognize News. We know that both of
the fact that Rock and Roll music these young. la'tlies will add the
has a very definite and drastic much needed woman's touch to
demoralizing effect upon .the. both th·e News and our campus.
emotions of people, and especially . For her first offering, Miss
upon the youth of today. Also, Ryan portrays the ladies who
W·e do not have to hold a PhD attend our dances.
degree to recognize the comI'm a high school. junior. I 10
pletely materialistic, and sensual to the Armory every Friday
p1iilosophy which is set forth in night. May I tell you, I haven't
the lyrics of such music. If we missed one yet. Why do . I go to
ignore these facts and agree with-- the Armory every Friday night?
some who state that Rock and Well, I go to the Armory every
Roll is no w o r s e than the Friday night · (I haven't missed
Charleston of the 20s we mus.t one yet) because every Friday
also acknowledge the fact that night at the Armory there's a
we are being just as na'ive as dance. And at every Friday night
they.
dance at the Armory there are
Because of these facts, I ask MEN. No, I don't mean boys; I
you as fell ow CathoHcs and mean MEN. Real men, 19 and
Christians .to support better over. May I tell you, hundreds
music on the Magazine of the and hundreds of :these men every
Air, and to offer your support Friday night at the Armory.
to Mr. Matlock in his fight for Well, maybe not hundreds, but
(Continued on Page 8)
there are some men, and anyway, lots of boys. Well, really,
there are more boys than men,
but then, there are more girls
than boys and men put together.
May I .tell you, these dances every
Friday night at the Armory are
really sharp. Just me and all
by R. Devereaux Vanek
those MEN. And several hundred

A recently .popular song was
titled "Are You Really Really
Mine." This question .1belongs
properly to the metaphysician
and it is to him that these next
remarks are addi:essed.
Let us begin by slightly re·
phrasing the question. It really
should ask, "Are you really real
and if so are you really really
mine?" There is a difference
between 'being really real and
really being mine and just feeling really real and not really
being really mine. We should
really be able to realize this
quite easily. For it is not to feel
that something is real that makes
it real, but rather we feel what
is real if it is really real. You
can't feel really real unless it
really is real. Now either the
songwriter skipped his philosophy courses (which I suspect is
the case) or he really never
realized what really is real.
We can see that If "you" really
Isn't real, it doesn't exist and the
singer is talking to himself. Of
course, the singer could be talking to himself and at the same
time "you" could exist. It's really
simple: "you" could really be an
intentional b~ing and intentionai
beings really exist if only in the
mind. Of course we can see that
if "you" only exists in the mind,
this boy is probably singing in
a laughing academy, No matter
how really real a real "you" may
be in the mind, you don't go
around asking questions to him

A Colleen's
Corner

Eileen Ryan
Our 2nd Coed
other girls, of course.
I'm a colle1e 1lrl. True, I do
drop In at the Armory every
once In a wldle. Only when, by
so_me ~istake, I don'-t have a date,
you understand. Really, I don't
go ·to meet boys there at .allj ust to see the girls. After all,
the boys are so juvenile anyWay.
Oh, not just at those dances; I
mean everywhere, but there in
particular. Really, the males
today are just beyond my com-·
prehension. I mean really! So
immature! Why, it's very seldom
you find one MAN in the whole
crowd. They just never discuss
a thing but football • • • or • • •
football· • . . • or • • . Well, anyway, you know how they are-not one intelligent topic to converse on, if they converse at all_:
and they seldom do. In fact, they
seldom do anything. But, really,
what does it matter? They never
ask me to dance &nY\Yay.

Music Stand
bJ lolm Lopdon
It is far too .seldom ·that any
Xavier student except. one currently ~nrolled in the music
course is seen at a performance
of the Cincinnati Symphony. The
Orchestra opened its season last
week at Music Hall; this year a
new conductor, Max Rudolph, is
directing our city's orchestra. I
was lucky enough to ,,be able to
attend the opening concert, and
from first impression I feel safe
in predicting ~any enjoyable
programs this winter. Rudolph
met his orchestra only four days
before the first concert, yet he
presented last Friday a smooth
thoroughly competent ·per.form~
ance. Many works of wide appeal
are already scheduled; this afternoon, for exiample, .Roberta
Peters, Metropolitan Opera star,
is singing an aria from Stravinsky's "Rake's Progress'' and the
orchestra is performing Beethoven's 2nd Symphony. A limited
number of tickets, greatly reduced in price, are available at
the Student Activities Office. A
trip to Music Hall is a worthwhile venture for any Xavier
student who wants a complete
education.
George Shearing, the popular
jazz pianist, ·brings his sextet to
the Taft Tuesday evening for a
concert. Shearing is a favorite
on college campuses around the
country with his sophisticated,
swinging style. Tickets are surprisingly cheap; a balcony seat
costs only ninety cents. Other
jazz groups currently contributing :fbJe sounds to the Cincy
scene are the Gin Bottle Seveh,
Dixieland stylists, at the Gibson,
and the Billy Maxted group,
which sounds quite a bit 1ike the
Dukes of,.Dixieland, at the Sinton. · Buck Cl&yton, who has
played trumpet with many leading jazz bands including Count
Basie, is sitting in with the Gin
Bottle group this Saturday.
I'd like .to extend a brief note
of thanks to all the students who
supported the 1Four Freshmen
concert last night. Your excellent attendance and attentive
interest will make many more
such concerts feasible. I'd like
to hear ·Whom the Xavier students would like to see; the Jazz
Club will spare no effort in
bringing the best in jazz to Cincinnati.

PLATTER PICKS: There are two
jazz albums that have ·been
among the top five in sales
throughout the country for over
a year. One of these is Errol
Garner's "Concert by the Sea"
on Columbia; the other is the
Shelly Manne-Andre Previn version of the tunes from the Broadway musical "My Fair Lady."
These albums have one thing in
common; they both are musically
quite well done, yet have widespread appeal to old jazz fans
and the :beginner in jazz alike.
I could recommend no two better albums as an introduction to
jazz. This .is especially true for
the Manne :eavin disc, since the
artists take the familiar hits
from. the musical and make of
them very good jazz, indeed. The
Garner album (Errol, by the
way, will be in town Nov. 21)
was recorded live· at a California
concert and presents the most
imaginative, exciting single jazz
artist active today at his creative
best. Garner takes a worn 'popular tune-"April iil Paris," for
example-and turns it into a
thing of beauty. The very fact
that these albums have been best
sellers for so long suggests that
they are worthwhile additions to
any collection.
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Two Mjghty Good Men. To Know
22 Yean Experience
MUF.FLllS
llAKES
INSTALLED FIEE
RELINED
CAI-LIFE
$17.50
GUARANTEE
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
~'World's

First Spec;ialized Muffler And Brake Senice"

...............................
<Br IM AtAIAor of"Rallr Round IM Flao, Bora/ "and,
"Barefoot Bar toitl& Cheek.")

SAIL ON,. SAIL ON!
I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You get up in
the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordinarily
do. You have your breakfast, you walk your ocelot, you go to
classes, you write home for money, you burn the dean in effigy,
you watch Disneyland, and you go to bed. And do you give one
little thought to the fact that. October 12 is Columbus Day?
No, you do not.
.
Nobody thinks about Columbus these clays. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, endlessly

stirring saga.

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451.
His father, RAiph T. Columbus, was in the three-minute nuto
wash game. His mother, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a
sprinter. Christopher was an only child, except for his four
brothers and eight sisters. With his father busy nil clny nt the
auto wash and his mother constantly away at truck meets,
young Columbus was left pretty much to his own devices.
However, the lad did not sulk or brood . .Jle was an avid reader
and spent all his waking hours immersed in a book. Unfortunately, there was only one book in Genoa ut the timeCare of the Horse by Aristotle-and after several years of rending
Care of the Horse, Columbus grew restless. So when rt:unor
reached him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he
ran as fust as his fat little le~s .would curry him.
The rumor, alns, proved false. The only book in Barcelona
was Cuidar 1m Caballo by Aristotle, which proved to be riothing
more than a Spanish trnnt!lation of Care of the Horse.
Bitterly disappointed, Columbus began to dream of going to
India where, according to legend, there were thousands of books.
But the only wuy to go to India was on horseback, nnd uftcr so
m1my yenrs of rending Care of the Horse, Columbus never wanted
to clup eyes on u horse again. Then a new thought struck him:
perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea!
Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus rncecl to
the court of Ferdinand and Isabella on his little fut legs (Columbus was plagued with little fat legs nil his life) nnd pleaded.
his case with such fervor that the rulers were persuaded.
On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the New World.
The following yenr he returned to Spain with a cargo of wonders
never before seen in Europe-spices and ,metals and plants and
flowers and-most wondrous of all-tobacco! Oh, what a sensation tobacco caused in Europe! The filter Imel long since been
invented (by Aristotle, curiously enough) but nobody knew
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discoverer, made
still another great discovery: he took a filter, put tobacco in
front of it, and invented the world's first filti!'r cigarette!
Through the centuries filters have been steadily improved
and so has tobacco, until today we have achieved the ultimate
in the filter cigarette-Marlboro, of course! Oh, what a piece
of work is Marlboro I Great tobacco, great filter, great smoke!
And so good friends,· when next you enjoy a fine Marlboro
Cigarette, give a thought tO the plucky Genocse, Christopher
Columbus, whose vision and perseverance made the whole lovely
thing possible.

...

" INI M1118Jllllmaa

'

And thank Columbu• too for Philip Morrl• Cl1ar•ll••· for
thOH who nnt the be•t In non·liller 1mokln1. Philip Morrll
Jolna Marlboro In brln1in1 ,au lh•N eolumna lhrou1houl
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Council Approves Military Ball Budget
Fros Ii Speak ·At Class Convocations;
Blazer Tradition Brouglit -To· Floor
by Bob Simpson

Band Honored
By Ceremony
For Pope

The fourth meeting of Student Council took place on
Monday, Oct. 13; 1958. The president commended Bob Mallardi,
by Frank Hulefeld
as chairman of the Intercollegiate Committee, on his work on
Last week the XU Band travthe UC game. Ed Schmidt brought up two points to Council.
Ed, acting as treasurer, got Council to approve the Military eled ·to UC where once again it
Ball budget; he also suggested
·
that Council discontinue the Intercollegiate Press Bulletin, and
0
not renew its subscription this
year.
by Jack LeMoult
The Frosh election report was
It looks like a big year for the
given by Fred Ahrens. He as- regional clubs for out-of-town
sured Council that all was In st4dents here at Xavier. We
order, and that each candidate spent Sunday afternoon talking
wouhl be given a chance to speak to officers and representatives of
before the Frosh Class Convoca- these organizations and we got
tion. The candidates are, as information about their up and
stands, 12 dormles and 1 day hop. coming plans for the coming year.
Probably the biggest of the
Ed Schmidt reported on the
Band Dance. It netted a profit clubs is the Chicago contingent,
of $66.50, which was assessed a whose Homecoming float will
10% dance tax ($6.65). Ed pointed feature a Giant, putting Detroit
out that this proportionate assess- football players in an ashcan.
ment proves the efficiency of the We were glad to hear that they're
working on a block of box-seats
tax.
for Xavier students at the Notre
No member of the Dorm Coun- Dame basketball game there in
cil was present to give a report Chicago, after which ther(' will
on Friday's Pep Rally Dance. The be a party. A dance at Easter is
Sodality dance after the game now under discussion.
Saturday profited about $265.00,
As smoothly as Aqua Velva we
said Mr. Peterlin.
drifted into a Detroit Club discussion and were sent to interTom Frank read to Council the view Dan Sheridan, the club's
proposed constitutional amend- float chairman. Dan told us that
ment under By Law 6 which ex- their float would have a Used
plains and clarifies the dance tax Car lot motif. We also leamed
and where and to whom it will that there will be a party after
the Homecoming game and a
apply.
Christmas dance at the Sheridan

Area Clubs Active
For Homecoming

upheld its honor. The show featured thirty dancers under the
direction of Mrs. Robert Schantz,
a graduate of the University of
Dayton. The band's show was on
a circus theme and involved some
difficult, but very enjoyable circus music. The band was pleased
with the way their efforts were
received by the fans.
The day after the XU-UC game,
the band received an unusual
honor•.The llrum major and the
percussion section escorted Archbishop Alter through the park to
the altar in the center of the
field. The trumpet section played
taps as the flar was lowered to
half-mast because of the death
of Pope Pius XII.
But now, there's another busy
weekend coming up. For the
Homecoming football game, the
band will present a show which
welcomes the alumni by turning
back the clock, and which presents the Homecoming Queen and
her attendants.

Russians Fail
With Foreign
Language Courses
The Russian system of foreign
language study has high ideals
but yields relatively poor results,
according to Prof. John Fizer of
the University of Notre Drune.
Praf. Fizer spoke at the 1958
- meeting of the Catholic Associa.tion of Foreign Language Teachers held at Xavier last Saturday,
Oct. 11'.
In his talk, entitled "The Status
of Modern Languages in the
Soviet Union," ·Prof. Fizer stated
that Russian language students
in the secondary schools receive
660 class hours of foreign language instruction, with about
40% of them studying English,
40% German, and the rest French,
Spanish and Latin. However,
Prof. Fizer continued, due to the
rigidity and uniformity of the
Soviet educational system, the
results yielded by such study are
far from ideal, and there is nothing in the Soviet system that we
can imitate except, perhaps, the
stress on the importance of foreign language study.
Presided over by Dr. Joseph E.
Bourgeois, president of the Association and chairman of Xavier's
department of modern languages,
the meeting, held in the Cash
Memorial Room, Logan Building,
included the reading of three
other scholarly papers, two of
.them by Xavier professors, and
a luncheon in the Blue Room,
· Union Building.
The program opened with a
(Continued on Page 8)

Under old business, Mr. Gen- Hotel in Detroit.
erick, from the Athletic CommitWe next looked up Pete
tee, gave a report from Bob Mass- Schmeling of the Eastern Club
and learned that they're planning
man concerning student privi- an excursion to the N.I.T. in
leges and rights at ,the Miami March. Being from ,back East we
games. He said, "WE are the were also interested in their
visitors," which summed up our planned get-together with the
Eastern Clubs of U.C., Our Lady
stand.
of Cincinnati, and Mount St.
Much time was spent on the Joseph's college. Other plans are
following two points which mem- for a picnic in the spring and a
bers of Council felt needed much communion 'breakfast at some
discussion. Andy Odoardi, soph- later date.
omore class president, felt that
The Toledo club is entering a
a "tradition" or a "precedent" float in the Homecoming contest,
might be started at Xavier in featuring a coffin and grave for
which his class and the Junior the Detroit football team. The
class could wear blazers too. He only other iplanned affair is a
insisted that there would be more Christmas Dance at the Inverness
uniformity in dress on campus, Country Club in Toledo.
plus the fact that the garment
The Indiana group Is planning
could provide longer service. a Chl"lstmas dance in Indianapolis
Senior members objected, stating on Dec. 29. There is talk about a
that it eradicates tile SENIOR hayride after Homecoming and
mark of distinction. The motion a Mid-Semester dance. ,,
was defeated, but is being apIt appears that the Cleveland
pealed by Mr. Odoardi. It might Club is not entering a float in
be added that Ken Schneider did t h e Homecoming ceremonies.
a wonderful job in arbitrating They are sponsoring a dance here
the whole matter.
on Oct. 24, and there is talk of
a
Thanksgiving Dance.
The other point stressed, one
The Buckeye Club has apparof the greatest importance especially now, is the the money mat- ently suffered several setbacks
which have hindered the organ~er at the Homecoming Dance. It
was brought to Council's atten- ization of any plans. Ed Doyle,
·tion that students were paying last year's Buckeye hustler, is
too much ($4.00) for the Dance, now in the Trappist seminary.
and hence there is a great profit The Buckeye president, Jack
absorbed by Council. Besides Stack, is in the hospital.
this, students will have to pay
~====:a 51515151515151
for their refreshments. Mr. Madigan and Mr. Schmidt took
great pains ·to carefully explain
this. Council is dependent solely
on this dance and the Mardi Gras
for its financial clearance. The
money it acquires from these
.The tremendous value of milk as a natural
affairs enables them to carry out
such mammoth tasks as the
• energy restoring food makes it an essential
Junior and Senior Proms: So
actually, the shadow of Council
in every student's diet.
· performing this duty for the Student Body should be commended.

Too Important To· Forget-

l11•ri11'1
Ph1r••IJ
The Drog Store Closeae To
Xavier Univeraitv
1811 Mont1ome17 Boa4
IDlroH 1·1101

H. MlfJ.ER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOadburn 1-2474
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Muskies Seek Initial Defeat Of Titans .Saturday
by Jack Gardner
. Detroit, like Xavier, has had
During the festive carefree weekend called Homecoming, its ·troubles at times this season.
there will be one phase of it highlighted by grim determina- They dropped a 37 .to 6 decision
tion. This will take place between the two end zones at Cor- to the. Air Force Academy. The
coran Field. Because of a heartbreaking loss to the Bearcats following week the Air Force
.... .
last weekend the Muskies will again be fighting for an even played Iowa to a 13 to 13 tie.
'
'')
won-lost record for the '58 cam.
.
Last weekend the Titans dropped
~
~ l
paign. This must be accomplished been hard hit by graduation. Best a hard fought 7 to o game to
against a team that Xavier has bets at the halfbacks will be Vill~nova. Consequently, both
not beaten in two previous meet- Bruce Maher, who averaged 5.5 Xavier and Detroit are stiJl tryings.
yards in 45 rushing attempts last ing to prove themselves.
The Detroit Titans will invade v. ear and Dan Collins, an earl"
J d
the lair of the Musketeers hoping
"
or an To Start
News Sports Editor
to throw a "monkey wrench" into season starter in 1957 but due to
Coach Connolly listed as inthe hometowners' scheme of injuries missed the last five jured Jim Wessel (severe charThomas Amedio Gonnella, the 245-pound pass-catching things. The Titans will again games. Against Wichita last sea- ley horse), Warren Montgomery
Roman, doesn't belong to the Fourth Estate but he wrote boast one of its perennial power son, Collins gained 117 yards in (bad knee) and John Kappas
more than one sportswriter's column this week.
packed ball clubs. Last season the 11 tries as he Jed the Titans to (charley horse). Kappas and
His 55-yard runback, after intercepting a UC aerial with Muskies dropped the contest 30 a 28 to O victory. The fullback Montgomery have refrained from
seconds left in the first half of Saturday's defeat by the to 20 at Detroit which was as spot may be handled by the contact this week and will probBearcats, was the high spot of a drab Xavier showing. If the wide open as the score suggests. highly publicized sophomore Bill ably be ready tomorrow. Joe
Bambino hadn't lugged Jackie Lee's pass to paydirt, the press However, this time it figures to· Rowan. He was rated "a pro Jordan or George Noonan will
corps who "cover" the Musketeers might still be sitting in be more of a defensive battle. prospect right now" by Washing- take over Wessel's right half slot
Nippert Stadium's glass-lined pressbox digging for a compli- The Titans are 2 and 2 on the ton Redskins coach Joe Stydahar .with Detroit boy Lou Carlinl
mentary way to say that Xavier flopped.
season but hold a tremendous when Rowan was but a senior moving up to the second unit
The forces of Connolly reverted to their Pre-Miami form 26 to 13 victory over the Quan- in high school.
against his hometown opponents.
and did little right. It was the fate of hul?e Tom Gonnella to tico Marines.
F==::-------:=---:::----::b~--::-=--:-------=-=--paint the one bright spot in the gloomy Xavier picture. The
18 Lettermen Return
6-2 junior is the number two tackle on the right side of the
Returning
from a creditable
line.
·
6 and 3 record of last year are
~
OS
When he reported Sept. 1 for fall drills, he tipped the 18 lettermen. The line, with the
by Larry Borne
scales at 260 pounds. The extra weight merited him early exception of the ends, will be
"I was a fullback- in high school, but I've played tackle
occupancy o~ the Com~olly do~house. A little trimming down intact as such ·stalwarts like Johll
plus . some ~me work m practice, though, combined to spell Dingens and Emerson Dromgold at X because I got bigger."
And "bigger" is just what Joe Schroeder is at 6-2 and
startmg assignment. For when the Muskies opened against return. The latter was a tbreeyear veteran of the Quantico 2~2. pounds ..The senior from. Hartford, Wisconsin has been
St. Joe, Tom Gonnella was the first team right tackle.
The soft-spoken giant has never been known as a speed Marines football brigade. Another a1dmg Muskie backs by o,penmg holes in "enemy" lines for
merchant, not even when he maneuvered at end for Niles standout lineman will be Dick the past three years. Opposing - - - : - - - - - . - - - - - - too after feeling his blocks and
McKinley High School in the strip mine and steel mill belt Kennedy, who had the distinction players can attest to Joe's ability tackles.
In this year's Miami
of Northeast Ohio. Yet Saturday, when he intercepted the UC of being a high school. All-Amerigame, Schroeder was especially
can.
quarterback's deflected toss, he took off for the . goal line
praised for his part in the savage
The Titans will sport a pair of
looking like the thoroughbred that "General Jack" Lee was
line play that held Redskin backs
fine
quarterbacks
in
Lou
Faoro
nicknamed after.
to a mere 36 yards rushing.
and
Bill
Dando.
The
former
is
"I didn't even look around once," avers the big Italian.
Xavier fans can thank a former
"When ~ got to the fifteen, I saw a shadow creeping up on the captain elect for 1958 and
player for Joe Schroeder's pres·
was
the
leading
passer
for
the
me. I tried to go faster, but I couldn't. I was pushing as hard
ence at their school. The coach
as I could." If Gonnella set a 55 yard dash record for 245-pound past two seasons. The latter, a
ls Ned Wulk, departed basketball
converted halfback, is the better
tackles in full ~quipment, the AAU probably won't recognize
mentor, now at Arizona State at
defensive quarterback and the
it. There was a slight wind blowing at his back.
Tempe. Ned was a good friend of
running threat.
Asked if he had ever run faster, he replied: "I've run as topThe
Schroeder's high school athletic .
rest of the backfield has
fast, but never that fast that far. When I hit that goal line,
coach and influenced the high·
man I was really tired." Added the tackle as he worked a big
schooler to choose XU•
. white jersey over his shoulder pads, "Us linemen don~t usually
Wants To Catch
have fo run that far."
The ex-player wa8 Art Hauser,
With a certain amount of hesitation I inquired if the
now playing professional football
rumor was correct that he was the slowest man on the squad.
Basketball practice began Wedfor ·the Los Angeles Rams. Art
Fortunately for me, Mr. Gonnella is a very mild-mannered nesday with 25 players reportwas also a Wisconsin boy whom
fellow off the fi.eld. He glanced about for Bobby Meyer, the ing for both varsity and frosh
Joe admired.
Musketeers' semor guard from Purcell, and grinning said . squads. Coach Jim Mccafferty
Besides football the big senior
"No, no, I'm not the slowest. Budda is." Budda wasn't ~round announced that the first three
•.
played for.ward and center on the
to defend himself.
weeks of practice for the deJoe Schroeder
Hartford High basketball team.
fending N.I.T. champs would
Senior Tackle
*
*
•
"'
"'
Joe also played amateur baseball
Actually, Gonnella has about average speed for an interior consist of fundamental drillstwo summers ago and hopes to
lineman. As a freshman in high school, he played fullback. running patterns, dribbling, and
try out for catcher on XU's team
However, between his freshman and sophomore years, a passing. Mccafferty also disnext spring.
coaching change took place and the new man wanted to closed a plan for a "StudentMarried In August
switch him to tackle. Explains Tom, "I got so mad I quit Faculty" day, meaning that one
As
the
outstanding players he's
football and didn't even play my sophomore year. I guess I day a week, probably WednesBridesmaids and Scrubs jumped faced, Schroeder picks two tac·
always wanted to be a back."
day, would be open to spectators
Ides: Lou Michaels of Kentucky
The touchdown was Gonnella's first in either high school from the student body and fac- off to an early lead in XU Bowl- and
Johnny Hopkins of Quantico.
ing
League
competition
Monday;
ulty.
Practice
will
be
closed
on
or college. As might be expected, the dip into the world of
He
chooses
the UC contest of
other days. Friday, November 21 both teams swept their series and
scoring glory was the fulfillment of a lineman's dream.
1956 as the most exciting game
are
tied
for
the
league
lead
with
will
be
the
date
of
the
annual
What does a 245-pound tackle think about while racing
he has been In.
full steam to touchdown land with a pigskin under his arm body and faculty. Practice will 3·0 records.
This previous August Joe marbe
closed
on
other
days.
Friday,
and 26,000 people watching? "I kept talkin' to myself" savs
Second place is shared by the
(Continued on Page 5)
·Gonnella. "I kept saying, 'Run, Gonnella, Run! Co~e 011, Nov. 21 will be the date of the Fom· Duds, Four-Baggers and
annual
Varsity-Freshman
game.
legs, come on!'"
Leprechauns, each with a 2-1
slate. Moonshiners, Ball Busters
and Dorm-Hops are each 1-2
with the Four X's and Gutte;
Dusters last with 0-3 each.
Companion tickets at the regu·
by Joe Petrocelli
ever, Gonnella's interception and lified a completed XU pass to the
Monday's games were the first Jar price of Sl.25 will be avail·
UC
23;
when
the
man
with
the
runback
was
the
only
play
that
General Lee took the snap from
to count in the standings as the able for tomorrow's 2 p.m. game
center on a fake field goal at- Xavier fans would have the striped shirt and the red flag previous week's games were -to with Detroit In the ticket office
finished
his
walk
it
was
third
opportunity
to
cheer
about
that
tempt and stepped back to survey
determine individual handicaps.
until 5 p.m. today. Tickets are
the battlefield. Before he could afternoon, as the game ended the and 23 on the X 45 ..
The Ball Busters' Tom Riley now also on sale for the trip to
same
way
as
the
first
half,
CinLine Play Fierce
fire, however, he was beset by
took honors for both high game University of Kentucky Nov. 15.
two enemy tacklers, so he tossed cinnati retaining its 14-8 margin
Line play was fast and furious and series with a 226-530 actual. Prices are $10 for the train trip
throughout.
the deflected missile with reek·
in the hard-fought contest. Lead- Paul Grupenhoff (191-503), Clay and game, or $3 for grandstand
.less abandon into the flat.
Penalties Costly
ing
the XU defense were line· Schnetzer (185·501) and Tim or $4 for reserved single ticket.
Suddenly, there appeared on
As Is the case In the annual
Boylan 1(181-465) paced the Four-Bob Massman
the scene a huge figure with a classie, the winner is ·the team backers Gene Tomczak and Russ Bagger_s, while Jerry Lukowitz
Goings, with an assist from Ralph and Carlo Mastropaolo rollcd73 displayed on his broad back
Candidates for the freshman
to snatch the falling football. that gets the breaks, with last Lane at the safety spot. The Mus· 172-485 and 198-489 respectively
basketball
team will try out be·
Saturday's
game
no
exception.
Gaining momentum, the 245kie ends, despite a strong effort, for the Bridesmaids.
· ginning Monday nlrht at 6:30 p.1u.
pound behemoth began his jour- Cincinnati's 126 yards on penal·
High team game was the Ball and will continue as many days
were stymied in their attempts
ney with five red-shirted Bear- ties came <with one exception)
Busters'
733 (including handicap), as necessary. There Is space for
at Inconsequential times, while to rush 'the Bearcat throwers
cats in hot pursuit.
with the Four-Baggers turnln1 in at least live additional players
because
of
UC's
outstanding
Xavier's
80
yards
cost
the
Big
Back In The Game
the hirh team series, a 2028 with on the roster.
blocking.
Fifty.five yards and innumer· Blue dearly.
handicap.
•
"Call Me Bronko"
Two penalties in particular
able huffs and puffs later, the
.Be~t averages thus far are
There
.wlll
be
a
meeting on
aided
the
Bearcats.
The
first
was
giant had entered the enemy's
Denied In his requests for low· Riley s 176, Jim Dusablon's 172 Monday, Oet. 20 at t:OO p.m. In
stronghold. This touchdown by an interference call on Xavier cut shoes and a low-numbered Schnetzer's 171, Lukowitz's
167• the Fieldhouse, to ananre a
Tom Gonnella with one second which moved the Bearcats to the jersey, Gonnella can now at Bill Campbell's 167, Grupenhoff'~
free-Janee basketball tournament.
left In the first half put his team- X three, from which they scored. least carry bis new nickname, 165 and Mastropaolo's 163. Riley
The second came with six min- "Dronko," as a bad1e of bnmor· and Mastropaolo, however, have Anyone Interested In entering a
mates back In the ball same.
team must be present.
As fate would have it, how· utes left in the contest and nul- tallty.
bowled only one week.
-Don Buber1
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Keglers Tied
In Big Race
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Long ~ours Of Practice MUSKETEER Athletic Board Important Part
Gridders' Weekly Burden OFTHEWEEK Of XU Athletic Department
by Hap O'Danlel,
XU News Asst. Sports Editor
Seated high up in the stands
on a Saturday afternoon watching his school football team
Jocked with an opponent in a
fight for gridiron glory, the
average fan usually tends to
forget the long hours of work
spent in preparation for this
Saturday spectacle. This week,
yet's look at a Musketeer practice session.
Specialists Practice
Most of the Muskie footballers
have finished classes, gotten
dressed, been taped and bandaged where necessary, and are
out on the practice field limbering up by approximately 3 p.m.
During this period, the "specialty men" are practicing their
specialties. Punters and kickoff
men sharpen up their "footwork,"
centers practice their long snaps,
and passers warm up with each
other with short tosses.
The rest of, the players may
engage in some individual manto-man light contact work, practice their starts, or give · the
dummies a few licks.
At 3:40, the entire team takes
one lap around the track, then
begins calisthentics, using a variety of exercises such as the Australian crawl, trunk bender, toe
toucher, push up and side-straddle hop to loosen up.
Individual Group Work
Calisthentics completed, the
backs go with backfield coach
George Gilmartin and the linemen with head coach Mick Connolly and line coach Norm Deeb
for individual 'group work. The

backs run through their plays
and the linemen practice their
blocking assignments against the
upcoming opponent's defense.
F'rom 4: 30 until 5: 15 this group
work continues, with both the
backs and the linemen working
on the same thing-either offense
or defense.
Schedule Tight
At 5: 15, the two groups came
together and either scrimmage or
run plays until the end of practice, which usually comes between 6 and 6: 30.
With only five days to prepare for a game, a time-conserving schedule must be made out
and adhered to, with each day
used mainly for one particular
phase of the game.
Scrimmage Twice
On Mondays, the team begins
work on their defense against the
next opponent. Tuesdays and
Wednesdays usually are devoted
to scrimmage. On Thursday, the
team runs through all the plays
it will use Saturday, with the
emphasis on timing and precision. Friday's session usually
lasts but an hour and is done
without pads; it is used for a
warmup ~nd a final check.

IM FB Standings
ELET-1\IARION
Team
W
Rumblers
4
Zuern's Zoo
3
Big House
3
Knights
3
Schopp's
1
Men Off Campus 0
Pershing "B"
O

LEAGUE
L Pct. GB
0 1.000
1
1 .750
1
1 .750
1
1 .750
3
3 .250
4
4 .000
4
4 .000

Introducing: the members of the Xavier University Athletic Board.
Although it is filled with pictures: page 13 of the Xavier
Athletic Review undoubtedly receives little attention from
Muskie sports fans. Yet, the men whose pictures cover this

page make up a very important
organization in the functioning "Woody" Sander '34, vice-presi·
of the university athletic depart- dent of Cronin Motors, serves as
ment-the Athletic Board.
secretary.
The Athletic Board Is an ad·
Faculty members on the Board
visory group to both the Presi- are Father Edward O'Connor,
dent of the University and to the m~derato~ of athletics; Father
individual members of the coach- Victor N1eporte '31, vice-presiing and business staffs of the dent of the University; Father
athletic department In matters of O~en ~nglum, treasurer of the
athletic policy
Umvers1ty; and Father William
'
Hetherington.
Business manager of athletics
Bob Massman, business manager
Alumni Association prexy Bert
of athletic publications Jack Reynolds '15 and Musketeer Club
Jeffre, sports publicist Jack president Jim Farasey '37 are
Cherry and all coaches are guests members of the Board, as are
Tom Gonnella
of the Athletic Board and are Dan Tehan '28, now a pro grid
Cincinnati Game
requested to sit in at meetings official and sheriff of Hamilton
Muskie fans hall their only concerning matters in their re- County, and . Jim Farrell '41,
spective departments.
assistant Cincinnati city solicitor.
bona fide opportunity to cheer
Chairman of the Board is Barry
Completing the list are Herman
in last Saturday's UC tilt when
Foley '31, president of the Foley Bressler '28, Joe Kelly '27 (sales
Tom Gonnella intercepted a pass Construction Co., while Wilson manager of McGregor Sporting
with one second left in the first
Goods), Charles Klekamp, presihalf and ran it back 55 yards for·
Joe Schroeder
dent of Norwood Sash and Door,
and Barret Buse '53, partner in
(Continued from Page 4)
a TD, becoming the first XU
interior lineman to score since ried the former Miss Eileen Mc- Buse Bros. Distributor.
1950, when Jack Gearding, last Carthy of Cincinnati.
It was this present Athletic
Schroeder has not seen any Board that voted unanimously to
year's line coach, turned the trick.
military service yet and he read- accept the bid to the N.J.T last
BROCKMAN LEAGUE
ily admits he is uncertain about year despite the team's poor
Team
W L Pct. GB his future. He will receive a showing in the latter part of the
Eagles **
4 O 1.000
BSBA degree in June and hopes season.
Colts
4 O 1.000
to get a minor in Education next
Spiders
2 1 .667 1% year. He is interested in teaching
LEARN TO DANCE
Kelly's
2 2 .500
2 business or in getting into Perheld every Sunday
classes
Brocliman No. 3 1 2 .333 2¥:1 sonnel work.
4:00
to
6:00
p.m. Cash Room
Playboys
O 4 .000
4
Xavier rooters are only sorry
$1.00 per lesson
Pershing "A"
0 4 .000
4 the huge tackle, who bas never
By H. Rosedale Studios
· ** set a new XU intramural rec- missed a game because of Injury,
Mambo - Samba - Tango
ord, scoring 72 points in a single can't stick around the football
Swing - Jitterbug - Fox Trot
field for another four years.
game.
l
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DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
Change to l!M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's UM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment-less tars and mol'e taste-in one great cigarette.
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They said it couldn't be done ... until the
Wrigfit Brothers flew this plane for 59 seconds in 1909. Today flying is so much a part
ot modern life that 40 American colleges
offer regular flying courses, many of them
for degree credit.
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Xavier To Hear
Learned Speaker
. by Jerry Martin
News Associate Editor
Out of that world seemingly
owned by Bardot, Faubus and
Beck, peopled in the image of
an overproduced, petty John
Nobody, who hopes to make a
hundred a week if he gets enough
overtime out of those sovereign
states of mass millions, all stepping high by virtue of their
seven-cents-an-hour raise every
six months . . . stepping high
enough to keep their neighbors
from stepping on them because
they look better or have moreout of this globule of uniden~i
!iables there timidly dawns a
new race-a race not of people,
but of persons.

Persons .·· .. Webster defines
'.person' as "a human being; a
particular individual." To this
we might add the fact that these
particular individuals think. And
what do they think? Well, yes,
thoughts, but mind you, particular thoughts, for they are indeed
particular ·individuals. They have
thoughts of Quemoys, of solid
fuels for rockets, of what a school
is supposed to accomplish and
why they love as they feel they
do. Thoughts of where, if anywhere, they eventually will go,
and of a First Cause Who will
decide that 'where.' Within this
genus of persons who think
thoughts is a heavily numbered
species which, in cadence with
the foregoing, thinks of A First
Cause and A Last Judgment, and
this thinking turns these persons
to . . . the Bible, and as you wiL
·have the opportunity of absorbing, the New Biblical Learning.

Career Hunting?
Army Offers Variety
Juniors and seniors who have had any contact ~ith the
UniV'ersity Placement Service know that pr~specttye e~
plQyers are clamoring for the privilege of employing umvers1ty
gradua~e'). The shortage of trained personnel ha~ made t.hc
whole procedure highly competitive, and lucrative salaries
are being offered. The young
man. standing on the th~eshold
of his career face.s the ~1lemn_ia
of choosing that f1el? which will
best compensate ~im for the
years of pre~aratwi:i he ~as
spent, and which ~111 .provide
him long range satI~factI.on ~nd
ability to advan~e m. his f1e~d
commensurate. ~1th his experience and proficiency.
It is the intent of this article
to point out the benefits that a
caree1· in the Army offers, that
such a career should seriously be
considered and to provide an
incentive for the fresmen' and
sophomores to strive to be accepted for advanced ROTC training.
Pay, job satisfaction, and proficiency are reflected by duty
assignments and promotion. Just
as any job in industry is based
on the consideration of merit, so
the Army affords those willing
to work and produce the chance
to set their own pace. But there

On Oct. 22, the Reverend John
L. McKenzie, S.J., will lecture
on the topic of the New Biblical
Learning. And why such a subject? Simply because Father
McKenzie is one of .this New
Species, and is in search for
others also of the Species. For
he perceives that "the past ten
to fifteen years have witnessed
a remarkable resurgence of interest in the Old Testament
among ·both Catholic and ·protestants . . ." The quote is taken
from the preface of his tremendously successful book, The TwoEdged Sword. The success of the
·book is strong evidence of a
large numbering of members in
this New Species. Your large
attendance at this A Series convocation will be another evidence
of the Species on campus.

i~ a difference ·between career
patterns. Although a certain few
industries do provide a program
which develops all-around leadership potential, this consideration is a vital interest of the
Army. Every man, upon receiving his commission, becomes an
investment of the government,
and no expense is spared to
provide him with everything he
will need to further his ,professional proficiency. Advance studies leading to Masters and Doctors degrees in civilian schools,
technical training within his own
and other branches, up to date
techniques, and the most modern
equipment are at his disposal.
The personnel section of the
Adjutant Generals Corps provides a Career Management Service to insure that each officer,
Regular Army and Reserve, receives complete training in each
grade ·both in staff and command
positions. Each man's record is
reviewed at least twice annually

and if it is found that he has not
received a balanced and adequate
tour of assigned duties, he will
receive a directed duty thus
requiring that he be given a
chance to develop all-around
ability.
We have considered the merits
of the job itself. What about the
frin1e benefits? Free medical
service; beautiful .and completely
adequate housin1; discount prices
on commissary and PX ar&lcles;
superior sehoolln1 for children;
a wholesome healtby atmosphere
and· community life In which to
raise your family; foreign and
domestic travel and duty asslsn·
ments; a liberal retirement plan;
and above all, intense satisfaction
that you have attained a position
of vital importance wbere your
talents are being fully utlllzed,
developed, appreciated, and rewarded In terms of security for
you and yours. What more could
a man ask for?

Military
Musings
The Second Year Basic Course,
ROTC, has 385 sophomore students registered this year. The
course is divided into eleven
class sections moderated by Captain Edward H. Metzger, Jr., and
assisted by Sergeant First Class
James R. Brammer.

At the first meeting of each
class section, Captain Metzger
spoke to the sections outlining
the requirements for the coming
year· and explaining the procedure for applying for the Advance
ROTC Course.
In order to provide some planning figures, -a survey of the
students of the Second Year
Basic Course is 1being made to
determine the number of students interested in applying for
the First Year Advanced ROTC
Course.

Rifle Club
135 Strong
The Xavier University ROTC
Rifle Club is progressing at a
rapid pace. To date there are 135
new members. Under the leadership and guidance of Sergeant
Rdbert M. Stamper and the
upperclassmen of the Rifle C~.u~.
the new members are receiving
expert instruction on marksmanship with the 22 caliber rifle.
The new members are showing
great interest and inlUative In
tlie Club. With this Interest and
enthusiasm It is anticipated that
the Rifle Club will have a ver1
successful year.
The officers of the ROTC Rifle
Club are: p resident, John
Brendel; vice-president, Charles
Moorman; tr ea surer, Joseph
(Continued on Page 8)

ENGLISH: endorsement of
Lucky Strike cigarettes
THINKLISH TRANSLATION: Other
brands of cigarettes burn (with
envy) over the matchless taste of
a Lucky Strike. Lucky's taste is
honest taste-the rich, full taste of
fine tobacco. So any endorsement
of Luckies is bound to be a Tastimonial. Mmm!

·-

.....

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blooks North
Of The Donm
Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bundles
4 BOUR SERVICE

SPEAK THINKLISHI
Put In a good ~ord and MAKE $251
Here's the easiest way yet to make money!
Just put two words together to form a new
one. Example: slob + lobster=SLOBSTER.
(English trans: shellfish with bad manners.)
We'll pay $25 each for the hundreds of
Thinklieh words judred best-and we'll
feature many in our college ads. Send your
Thinklish WQrds (with translations) to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university and class.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*

Get the genuine article

LANDEN, LTD.

Get the honest taste

606 Yine St.

of a LUCKY STRIKE

P Arkwa1 1-'JMI
• • • l'.C.."
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The Night Side of The News XILES Name New
Psych Class
Hosts Spot
Interviews
by Pat Oates
Spot Jnte"lews in General Psychology Class, Thursday, Oct. 9,
1958.

Night News
Opinionaire ·
by Jerry Lohmueller
Do you think that the business
world follows a code of ethics?

Bob Kiefer, Cashier, Cincinnati
Post & Times-Star-To a certain
Carol Bierman was the first degree the business world shows
interviewed. She r e s i de s at honesty. However, unjust deal1628 Iliff Avenue, Price Hill. ings should be eliminated with
carol is a stenographer for the proper education of those inTelephone Company and she con· volved in public dealings.
siders her job to be one of the
Mary Kay Williams, Typist,
best to be had. Although inter- Western Southern Life-As a
ested in many sports, such as whole, the business world is fair
baseball and volleyball, Carol's and just in public dealings. Howchief interest iS bowling and she ever, extortion is not extinct, and
is a member of the "Kn0ckouts," the public should be aware and
a team in the Telephone Com- observant of this fact.
pany league. She modestly asserts
Al Elmlinger, Jr. Accountant,
that her average is only 120 but Lohrey Packing Co.-I think busi·
to those of us who are bowling ness follows a very strict code
amateurs, that sounds very good of ethics and adheres to it in aindeed.
very exact manner.
This roving reporter continued
Kathleen Stumph, Service Op·
on to interview Mr. Bill Brady, erator, Cincinnati Post & Timesan employee of the Kroger Com- Star-The business world defl·
pany at Swifton Shopping Cen· nitely follows a code of ethics;
ter. Bill's specific job is, accord· but whether or not this code ls
ing .to him, "just taking care of based on Christian moral prln·
the frozen foods," but lie thor- ciples, remains to be questioned.
oughly enjoys it. His main inter- In her opinion the code of ethics
ests consist of bowling and at· in the modern secular business
tending college· football games. A world could be stated: Anything
graduate of Purcell, Bill's resi- is legal, as lonr as you can make
dence is at 1769 Williams Avenue, a profit, and not get caught.
Norwood.
Marvin Tibbetts, Typist, CinAnother person we interviewed cinnati Gas & Electric Co._,Big
was Ron Telger of 3465 Robb business generally follows a
Avenue in Cheviot. Ron was standard policy of fair dealings.
graduated from Elder High School If unjust business arises, it should
in 1957 and since has been an be detected by the public.
employee of the Kruse Hardware at Procter and Gamble, declared
Company. His chief interest lies that bowling is also one of her
in ·the sport of baseball, as he favorite sports. She has only
knows almost everything there is bowled about four times but is
to know about the sport. Not anxious to go back for more.
satisfied to be just an avid fan, Residing at 4010 Superior Avenue
Ron has an additional hobby of in Deer P.ark, Lois attended Deer
collecting baseball players' auto- Park High School and was grad·
graphs, statistics of the game, uated in 1958. Having been empennants and anything connected ployed at P&G since July, Lois
with the Great American Pastime. thinks it is about the best place
Lois Seubert,
stenographer in town to work.

a

G-irls Voice
Pet Peeves
011 ))ress
by Ruthann Ruebusch
· Pet peeves are common company to many of us. When it
comes to the clothes that young
men wear on and off-campus, it
is interesting to note the pet
peeves that the fairer-sex have
about the way they dress.
Some comments heard recently
around this campus could provide a few points of challenge
for many a young man.
It seems as though the girls
have a tendency to politely but
assuredly avoid the young man
who has too much hair oil on,
leaving him ultimately with
nothing gained but a greasy
collar.
Another thing to watch is the
choice of your color combination.
Try to select quiet yet pleasing
tones in your ties, shirts, and
sport jackets. Too much color
denotes poor taste, and might
possibly lead to somewhat innocent, yet definite ridicule. A
few good rules to follow include
being subtle, yet effective when
it cont'es to the use of color in
your wardrobe, and somewhat
reluctant to the acceptance of the
latest craze.
If you will stop and think,
throughout your lives you have
witnessed many fads but· have
adopted very few as your all
time favorite modes of dress.
Though masculine clothes have
a way of remalnlnl' very similar
through the years, we must admit
that they have always possessed
the look of dignity, gentlemanly
handsomeness, and above all,
Jines and color tones that stem
from the acquired art of good
taste.
So before you choose your next
outfit, heed the advice of some
very important critics, the girls
with whom you associate.

Veep, N. Schneider
XILES shifted into second on Oct. 8, 1958, when a meeting
was held to organize for future activities. Nick Schneider,
chairman of the EC Homecoming float committee, was
appointed Vice-president of the XILES. He succeeds Ron
Schwallie who resigned during the summer.
lUary Lee Loch was appointed
chairman or the Square Dance,
scheduled at the Evening College
for Nov. s. Maryhelen Cannon
chairmans the publicity committee, and Marilyn Marrs chairmans
the telephone committee. Extensive publicity will be directed to
the Evanston campus for this
particular dance.
A committee to select two
cheerleaders to assist during the
basketball season will consist of
Mary Lee Loch, Marcella Hube1·,
Pauline Kunk, and Ar I en e
Bertsch. Applications for cheer·
leader candidates are being prepared by this committee.
These enthusiastic XILES call
upon all XILES to join in and
join up!

--,------------

Alumnae Sponsor
Cocktail Party
A. f ter Detroit Game
Immediately following th e
Homecoming game with the University of De.trait on Saturday,
the Xavier University Alumnae
Association will hold an open
house and cocktail party in the
Blue Room of the Student Union
Building.
A section of seats for the game
is being held for Alumnae
members and their friends. Reservations for both football game
and cocktail party are rbeing
received by Miss Martha Pfliegel
and Miss Margaret Murnahan,
co-chairmen of the afternoon's
Alumnae festivities.

For Meal• at Home •••
·.
For Lunches at Wor~ « Sclrool •••

p,.,,J.&w.
HOMOGENIZED Mill<

QUALITY

(with Vitamin D)

v

OIEKD

1a CREAM

1hey can't be beat as Healthful Food

and Refreshing Dessertl At your Favorite
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-0880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

~
(. ~ I
llT1ll DNrf PIOOUCfS Sia '"°
~~""'
I "ltoae'9noawetouMthebellll"

For real, down-to-earth
smoking enjoyment, there's
nothing else like Camel. No
other cigarette brings you
the rich flavor and easygoing mildness of Camel's
costly blend. More people
smoke Camels than any
other cigarette of any kind.
Today as always, the best
tobacco makes the best
smoke.
Rise above fads
and fancy stulf •••

Have areal

clgarette-

haveaCAMEL

Safe Deposit
John always did take things too
seriously , •• like that habit 0£ locking
his Coke up in a safe! Sure everybody
likes Coca-Cola ••• sure there's
nothing more welcome than the good
taste oC Coca-Cola. But•reallya safe just for Coke! Incidentallyknow the combination, anyone?

"Only time he comes down
is when he wants a Camel I"

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

lottlod undor authority of Tho Coca·Cola Company by
a.1. Bt1110ldl'l'oll. Co., WllllllD•lllea. N.O.

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
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Letters To The Editor

Masque Society
(Continued from Page 1l
The Masque's director, Otto
Kvapil, has a unique experience
in store for the audience. He has
staged the show as it might have
been staged in Moliene's time and
not as a 20th century "closet
drama." Since French theatre
during that period was charac·
terized by intellectual wit, lack
of emotion and zany athletics,
look for a barrage of comic serv·
ant·s, big loud kisses, and actors
running through the audience.
This last aspect is very interest·
ing because in French theatre
much is played directly at the
audience and at times the audi·
ence actually becomes part of the
play and you can bet that this
will hold true for the South Hall
production.
The Masquers are presently
hard at work to make this production the best ever. If you're
looking for a new experience in
theatre, an evening's entertain. ment or just good old belly
laughs, don't miss this one. If
you enjoyed last year's "Taming
of the Shrew," you'll love this
year's "Miser."

Driver, See ·
.Activities ~ept.
Two weeks or so ago, several
students inquired in the Student
Activities Office regarding a request to transport two children
home every afternoon from the
Summit Country Day School to
Fort Mitchell.
Due to illness on the part of
one of the members of the Student Activities Department staff,
the names of the students so
inquiring have been misplaced.
The possibiiity of .getting the
task is still open. The family
concerned is willing to pay
whatever it would ordinarly cost
for school 1bus transportation
from school to home.
If in.terested, contact Mrs.
Zumbiel, EDison 1-3391.
1

(Continued from Page 2)
good music in Cincinnati. You
may do th'is by writing a card
or letter to Mr. Matlock which
he may present to the proper
individuals. You may write to
the following address: Mr. Stan
Matlock, c/o WKRC Radio, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sincerely yofl.rs,
James J. Ryan

Russian Study
(Continued from Page 3)
welcoming address by Very Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president
of Xavier; this was followed by
a business meeting.
The other speakers and their
subjects were as follows: Prof.
C. L. Howard, department of
classical languages, Xavier, "The
Teaching of Classical Language.s
in England"; Prof. Joseph Ebacher, department of modern languages, Xavier, "The Advanced
Placement Program in Foreign
Languages"; and Mr. Robert Conard, St. Michael's Parochial
School, Sharonville, "German in
a Parochial School."
(Continued from Page 6)
Grathwald, and secretary, Ronald
La Pille. The Club Moderator .is
Captain Rufus J. Miller and the
Club Chaplain is Father John H.
Reinke, S.J.

Dennis, C.P.A., Lybrand Ross Arthur Anderson & Co. "Machine
Bros: & Montgomery.
Accounting" was the subject disMarch, 1959
cussed. Also, a film on electronic
Budget Society Educational Meet- ·data processing was shown.
George E. Castrucci, President
ing
of the Xavier University Account- Meeting place will be on the
The meeting was held at 7:30
ing Society, announced the folp.m.
in Cash Memorial Room.
University of Cincinnati Camlowing program for the coming
pus.
year. The meetings, all of which
(Date to be Announced)
are in the evening, wi11 be held
March 10, 1959
in the Albert D. Cash Memorial Controllers' Institute Forum
Roo~,
unless otherwise an- Meeting place will be on the
ITALIAN AND AMBBICAN
nounced. The meeting time will
Xavier University Campus.
FOOD --..,
be . 7 :30 p.m. The meetings are
April 10, 1959
free and open to the public.
3832 MONTGOMBBY BD.
Annual Xavier University AcNovember 5, 1958
counting Society Banquet
I Minutes l'Nm X.Yler
Ohio Society of Certified AcAccounting .Meeting
countants Meeting
(One Block Soatla of Daaa>
On Tuesday, Oct. 14, 1958, the
Meeting place will be on the
Xavier University . Accounting
Miami University Campus.
JEffenon 1-9181
Society was addressed by Mr.
November 20, 1958
The First Annual Haskins And Jack Meyerhoff, C.P.A., of the
Sells Foundation Award Night
December 2, 1958
Mr. Blaine Lisk, C.P.A., Ernst &
Ernst.
Publl1hed weekly durtn1 the school year except durlnt vacaUon perlodll by Xavt.
Unlvenlty, Hamilton County, Evanlton, Cincinnati, Ohio. ,l.llO per yur.
Film Showing
Entered u second clan matter October f, 1148 at tile Pon Otace at
January 8, 1959
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of lhreh a. ll'Jt.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .......................................................................................... Robert .G. Queenan, ·ae
Mr. Miles Doan, C.P.A., Cincin- MANAGING EDITOR............................................................................................ Denny Dobert)', '81
nati Gas and Electric Co.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ............................ Tom Cahill, '60, Bob OUo, '60, Frank lllcGee, '19
Jerry lllartln, '6l
February 17, 1959
FEATURE WRITER ........................................................................................................W1yne Fehr, 'll9
STAFF REPORTERS .................... Ken Klueh, '69, llllke Markiewicz, 'Gl, Jim Keller, '81
* Panel Discussion *
Bill Miller, '641, Jack Lel\louU, '61, Tom Duffy, 'G2, Ed Stubenrock, '62,. Frank'
llulefeld, '62
The Independent C.P.A. vs. The
COLUMNISTS .................... E. s. Edelmann, '60, Staflnrd lllooney,. '119, John Lor1don, '80
National Firm
R. Devereaux Vanek, '60, Pat Wiechman
Mr. William Mers, C.P.A., Wil- SPORTS EDITOR......................................................................... ;......................................Ed Adami, '80
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR .............................................................................. Hap O'Daalel,' '81
liam Mers & Co., Mr. Ottwell SPORTS
WRITERS .................... Jaek Gardner, 'il9, Joe Petrocelli, •oo, Roa Koeb, '81,
Tom Kall, 'GI, Larry Borne, '69
·
Rankin, C.P.A., Rouse, Rankin & CIRCULATION
MANAGER ...................................................................................... Jerry Martin, '81
Co., Mr. Harry Sonkin, C.P.A., BUSINESS MANAGER................................................................................................Ed Schroeder, '119
Alexander Grant & Co., Mr. Fred FACULTY lllODERATOR,............................................................................... Mr. Thomas Q, Waell

A.cco1intants Post
¥ear's Program
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Buy a Remington
- double your prize

What a head start for your career r

WIN YOUR SHARE OF
S)60,000.00
IN STOCKS
AND BONDS

0.

Remington Rollectrlc®
• Only shaver with Roller Combs
• Largest live shaving area of
any electric shaver
• Man.sized head has 6 diamondhoned cutters ·
• Shaves both heavy beard and
Hidden Beard: whisker bases
below ordinary shaving level
• Gives fastest shave known
•Works on AC or DC (HOV}
• America's most popular shaver
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-ii§= Cincinnati, Ohio -§=

RemlnglonAuto-HomeRollectrlc~

• Every feature of Remington
Rollectric pltu ...
• Dual-volt convenience! It goes
where you go - homes, planes,
boats, hotels, motels and trains
.• Works from a car's lighter
receptacle as well as any AC
or DC wall socket
• Available in 12 and 110 volt
or 6 and 110 volt combinations.
No switch or extra cord needed!

.
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Nothing to buy to win. Just tell us why you think
a Remington Electric Shaver is an ideal gift.
Here 11 your chance.to win up to S50,000 in stocks and bonds .•• a share in America's
prosperous future. There are a total of 408 big prizes .•• $160,000 worth.

WIN I WIN I Prizes doubled-if you buy a Remington shaver between Oct. 13 and Nov. 26
and show on the entry blank the warranty number and dealer's name and address.

1J~~~K~g:rH
11t Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4·81h Prize
Next 400
Chill & Spa1bettl,
Wltb Beans, Cheese and Onloas

Coner lllaadl -

I for IU

.~i~,

$50,000
$25,000
$15,000
$30,000
$ 5,000 ·$10,000
$ 1 ,000
$ 2,000
$ 100* $ 200*

PRODUCTS OP .......... &

Remington Prlnce11

EASYI Read about Remington'• great

exclusive advantages - then tell us in 25
words or less, why you think a Remington
Electric Shaver is an ideal gift!

Get your entry blank today I At any '
Drug, Department, Jewelry, Appliance
store, or Remington Service Center.
•Jn U. S. Savlnas Bonds at maturity value.
Contest h subject to lederal, state and local regulations.
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• Designed especially for women
• Petite-yet has 4 times as much
shaving area as any other ladies'
shaving implement
• Only ladies' beauty shaver with
Guard Comb protection!
•No "wrong side" to make you
switch sides for legs or under·
arms, as with "l·way" shavers
• So safe it can't chafe! You can
use a deodorant immediately.

DIVISION OP SPERRY RAND CORPORATION, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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